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The return of the 'fro?

The buzz out of Greece is that Josh Childress might not be long for Olympiakos due to money issues. AJC 

wise guy Jeff Schultz wonders where Chills would fit in with the Hawks. 

I’m still not sure Chills would be down for playing for the Hawks. From what I’ve been able to gather, he does 

want to return to the NBA but would rather sign an offer sheet with another team that the Hawks would be 

unable to match. That suggests that his hard feelings for the Hawks are more than just about Woody. Of 

course, Chills might get over that in a minute if he wants back in the league and Atlanta’s $4.8 million 

qualifying offer is the only deal he can secure (the Hawks hadn’t yet extended the offer as of last week but 

Rick Sund has said they will). 

But Chills should have some NBA value after a strong season in Greece. No doubt he and his representatives 

(apparently he has a new agent) will be watching the J.J. situation closely. Their hope would be that if the 

Hawks spend a lot of cash to lock up J.J. they then wouldn’t have the stomach to match a Chills offer sheet 

that includes a long-term contract. If Chills can’t get an offer sheet and still wants to play in the league but not 

for Atlanta, the other option would be a sign-and-trade, but then that complicates the whole issue.

Chills may end up back in the NBA, but right now I doubt it would be with the Hawks. All of that can change 

quickly in what’s shaping up to be a crazy NBA summer.

MC
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